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Financial News Round Up

15/10/2020 - ECB President Lagarde speaks
15/10/2020 - EU Council
16/10/2020 - US Retail Sales
17/10/2020 - IMF Meetings

Market Moves
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: Main indices in Europe are marginally higher on Wednesday morning,
trading fairly flat on the week so far, helped on this morning by some positive
corporate news. Volumes have been lighter ahead of the EU Council and Summit
this week. VIX remains at the bottom of its 4-week range, trading at $25.60 today.
Currencies: The Dollar saw a bid yesterday as a risk-off tone took hold of equity
markets and investors sought a safe-haven during the session. Doubts over the
speed at which a vaccine may come to the market was also likely a driver of this
move yesterday, as J&J were forced to place their trial on hold temporarily.
EUR/USD lower this morning and approaching 1.17, GBP/USD (cable) approaching
1.29.
Safe-havens: Gold lost 1.8% on Tuesday, as the resistance around the $1,920
mark proves resilient for the time being. The metal retracing some of those losses
this morning up 0.30%.
Looking ahead: Later today from the States we will get Q3 earnings results from
Bank of America, United Health Group, Goldman Sachs, Wells Fargo, and United
Airlines. In terms of economic data, US PPI will be released after lunch, followed by
a few speakers from the Federal Reserve throughout the afternoon.

According to a draft summit decision reportedly seen by Reuters,
EU leaders who are meeting tomorrow and on Friday to discuss
Brexit in Brussels will state that progress in talks with the UK are
"still not sufficient" to establish a trade deal. The heads of the EU's
27 member states are also expected to escalate contingency
preparations for an abrupt economic split at year-end, it is vital to
remember as we edge towards this deadline that €1 trillion worth
of annual trade is at stake.
Fisheries, dispute settlement, and guarantees of fair competition
have long been the sticking points between the two sides, despite
some market speculation of progress over recent weeks. 
Prime Minister Boris Johnson is due to speak with European
Commission President Ursula von der Leyen this afternoon in order
to clarify the next steps, on what is the eve of the leaders' summit.
The EU has maintained that any deal must be reached and agreed
in October to leave enough time for ratification by the European
Parliament before December 31st.

EU Summit

ASML
Dutch semiconductor equipment maker ASML this morning
reported a better than expected set of earnings results for the third
quarter. Net profit came in at €1.06 billion, compared to €626.8
million during the same period in 2019 and €915.6 million
expectations from analysts. Net sales were €3.96 billion versus
€2.99 billion a year before. Gross margin for the 3-month period
was 47.5%. These figures have come in line or beaten the firm's
earlier guidance, boosting investor confidence still.
ASML's forecasts for Q4 are for revenue results of between €3.6 -
€3.8 billion with a gross margin of circa 50%.
ASML has a near monopoly lithography systems, which are high-
tech machines that can cost up to $200 million each and play a
crucial role in the manufacturing of computer chips, an area which
has soared as a result of the Covid lockdowns this year.
The shares are over 29% higher in 2020, trading almost a percent
lower after the release to €341 in Amsterdam.


